Cross City Airport

Airport: Cross City Airport (CTY)
City: Cross City, Florida
County: Dixie County
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Owner: Dixie County
Role: General Aviation Airport

CROSS CITY AIRPORT

Located in Dixie County,
approximately 60 miles west of
Gainesville, Cross City Airport serves
a variety of general aviation activities.
With its two intersecting runways,
the longest of which is 5,005 feet,
the airport can accommodate most
general aviation business jet aircraft.
The airport’s terminal is ideal for
serving local users as well as those
visiting the area.

Existing Facilities
Facilities at Cross City Airport include runway 04/22 and runway 13/3. Runway 04/22 is
asphalt and measures 5,005 feet by 75 feet. It is equipped with medium intensity edge lights
and precision approach path indicators. Runway 13/31 is asphalt and measures 5,001 by
100 feet. It has RNAV GPS and VOR instrument approaches and is equipped with medium
intensity edge lights, runway end identifier lights, and precision approach path indicators. The
runways are intersecting and both are served by full length parallel taxiways. Other facilities
at the airport include a 2,000 square-foot fixed base operator terminal building with 30
automobile parking spaces. There is also an aircraft parking ramp that includes approximately
100 tie-down spaces. Also, available for aircraft at the airport are 8 quintessential T-hangars
and 2 box hangars. There is a self-service fueling point at the airport with 100LL fuel and Jet A
fuel available for local and visiting aircraft.
For more information, please visit CTY’s website at:
http://visitdixie.com/airport.php

Airport Classification

Basic airports link the community with the
national airport system and support activities
such as emergency services, charters, cargo,
flight training, and personal flying). There are
840 Basic Asset airports nationwide and 11
within Florida, including Cross City Airport. More
information can be found in the Federal Aviation
Administration’s ASSET Studies at https://www.
faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/ga_study/.

Community Service
Cross City Airport accommodates most GA business jet aircraft and serves a range of
GA activities for the region. The main activities that the airport supports are flight training,
business activity, recreational flying, and visiting aircraft stopping over for fuel. Flight
instructors frequently utilize the airport for flight training and military training. It is estimated
that roughly 30 percent of the airport’s annual operations are related to flight training. The
airport currently does not have aviation training that is connected to any local colleges,
universities, or technical schools. The airport is also utilized for business flights which
make up about 10 percent of the airport’s annual operations. There are three corporate
aircraft based at the airfield, all of which are owned by Anderson Columbia Construction
Corporation. Local fishing, diving, scalloping, kayaking, nature trails, and dining attract
a lot of visiting aircraft. The majority of the airport’s annual operations are due to visiting
pilots. For the 12-month period ending on April 24, 2017, approximately 80 percent of all
operations were attributable to transient aviation while 20 percent were due to local aviation.
Aircraft maintenance, parts sales, and aircraft inspections are provided at the airport by the
fixed base operators.

Current and Forecast Demand
Cross City Airport serves the basic GA needs of the community. As of 2014, there were 12 based aircraft
and 18,000 total operations at the airport. Of the based aircraft, the majority are single-engine airplanes
with the remaining being jet airplanes and helicopters. It is estimated that about 50 percent of the based
aircraft use tie-downs and 50 percent are stored in hangars at the airport. The largest plane that uses the
airport is a Gulfstream G-IV and the current Airport Reference Code is C-II. Historic and forecast FDOT
aviation activity information on file for the Cross City Airport is as follows:
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The airport primarily supports corporate and business
activity. Flight instructors frequently conduct flight
trainings or military trainings at the airport, and police
law enforcement and search and rescue missions are
also supported by the airport. The airport occasionally
hosts agricultural spraying, aerial photography, and
emergency medical aviation. The airport provides a fixed
base operator (FBO) and fuel to serve local and transient
users’ needs. Additionally, the airport provides a courtesy
car free of charge for users.
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Cross City Airport is in Dixie County, approximately
50 miles west of Gainesville. The airport has two
intersecting runways, with the longest runway measuring
5,005 feet. The airport accommodates most general
aviation business jet aircraft and serves a variety of
general aviation activities for local and visiting users.
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Other Airport Characteristics
Cross City Airport supports GA activities such as flight training, business activity, recreational flying, and visiting aircraft.
While the airport does not have any based military aircraft, it does report occasional military operations by helicopters.

Current and Future System Service
Requirements/Recommendations
The airport has built a new structure for the FBO and is also improving fuel storage, hangars and tie-down spaces. The
airport’s current activities are primarily related to recreational/sport activities, flight training, with a small amount of business
and charter/air taxi activity. Management also mentioned a segment of users that use the airport for providing access
for stay-over hunting, fishing, antiquing, canoeing and sightseeing. The airport anticipates continued improvements to
aircraft storage facilities, with future activities remaining centered around flight training and recreational/sport purposes.
Management would like to attract a flight school(s), and would like an instrument landing system and AWOS. The airport
is best suited for community airport services such as flight training, recreational/sport, tourism (CA), and business/
recreational purposes.
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